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Abstract— The correct ego-motion estimation basically relies
on the understanding of correspondences between adjacent
LiDAR scans. However, given the complex scenarios and the
low-resolution LiDAR, finding reliable structures for identifying
correspondences can be challenging. In this paper, we delve into
structure reliability for accurate self-supervised ego-motion esti-
mation and aim to alleviate the influence of unreliable structures
in training, inference and mapping phases. We improve the self-
supervised LiDAR odometry substantially from three aspects:
1) A two-stage odometry estimation network is developed,
where we obtain the ego-motion by estimating a set of sub-
region transformations and averaging them with a motion
voting mechanism, to encourage the network focusing on rep-
resentative structures. 2) The inherent alignment errors, which
cannot be eliminated via ego-motion optimization, are down-
weighted in losses based on the 3D point covariance estimations.
3) The discovered representative structures and learned point
covariances are incorporated in the mapping module to improve
the robustness of map construction. Our two-frame odometry
outperforms the previous state of the arts by 16%/12% in terms
of translational/rotational errors on the KITTI dataset and
performs consistently well on the Apollo-Southbay datasets.
We can even rival the fully supervised counterparts with our
mapping module and more unlabeled training data. Code is
available at https://github.com/MMRobotics/RSLO.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ego-motion estimation from LiDAR sequences, namely
LiDAR odometry, has a wide range of applications in au-
tonomous driving and unmanned vehicle navigation. Com-
pared with visual cameras, LiDAR sensors can well capture
the 3D geometric structures with consistent patterns under
different lighting conditions, which is beneficial for the
odometry task. Nevertheless, the sparse and noisy nature of
LiDAR data also poses great challenges in reliable corre-
spondence identification for ego-motion estimation. Even if
we align the two adjacent LiDAR scans with ground-truth
ego-motion, the misalignments still exist in some regions as
shown in Fig. 1a. The moving objects (e.g., moving cars),
horizontal regions (e.g., road), and noisy outliers contribute
to these inherent alignment errors. These inherent misalign-
ments could influence the correspondence identification and
could also impede the ego-motion optimization as these
errors can never be eliminated by optimizing the ego-motion.
How to distinguish and focus on the representative structures
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Fig. 1: (a) The complex scenarios and low-resolution LiDAR
increase the difficulty of correspondence identification for
odometry. Even after being transformed with ground-truth
ego-motion, the LiDAR scans can not be well aligned and the
inherent alignment errors are inevitable. (b) We analyze the
inherent errors for common semantic classes separately and
re-project the errors via PCA. The misalignment magnitude
differs across classes and directions, reflecting a complex
distribution of reliable regions for finding correspondences.

while adaptively downweight the unreliable regions is still an
important problem in LiDAR odometry.

LiDAR odometry system generally contains two major
components, i.e. the two-frame odometry module and the
mapping module [1], [2], [3], [4]. The two-frame odometry
module estimates the ego-motion from two adjacent LiDAR
scans, which is the foundation of the whole system. The
mapping module summarizes the previous scans to store a
reliable map (scene model) for scan-to-map pose refinement.
Classic registration-based methods [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10] have been widely used for two-frame odometry. These
methods simply rely on nearest-neighbor search to identify
correspondences between adjacent scans, which generally
lack mechanisms to handle noisy depth measurements and
moving objects. In recent years, following the learning-based
visual odometry [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], learning-based
LiDAR odometry methods [16], [17], [3], [18], [19] have
shown their competitiveness in both accuracy and real-time
efficiency. In these works, the self-supervised methods [18],
[19] avoid the need for labeled data and are more practical for
actual deployment. Xu et al. [19] demonstrated the effective-
ness of 3D CNN backbone in LiDAR odometry. But similar
to other learning-based methods, they fed LiDAR scans into
an encoder network for ego-motion regression and do not
have a design to explicitly enforce the network to adaptively
focus on reliable regions. Besides, the self-supervised meth-
ods generally leverage the geometric consistency between
scans for ego-motion supervision. As shown in Fig. 1a, the
geometric consistency may not exactly hold in practice, and
the inherent errors could impede the training process. Current



methods estimate uncertainty scalars to model these inherent
errors in category level, based on which to downweight the
inherent errors in losses. However, as analyzed in Fig. 1b,
the inherent error magnitudes not only differ across different
categories, but also vary in different directions. We argue
that a more meticulous model for inherent errors is needed to
differentiate the uncertainty differences in different directions
during training.

In this work, we delve into the reliability of structures cap-
tured by LiDAR sensors for self-supervised LiDAR odome-
try. For the two-frame odometry, unlike the previous works
that view the LiDAR scan as a whole, we view the scan as a
series of rectangular sub-region blocks, namely geometric
units. We consider the reliability of different sub-regions
and propose a two-stage ego-motion estimation pipeline to
focus the network on representative structures. Concretely,
we encode the overall 3D scene into feature volumes with 3D
CNNs, where each feature vector represents one of the sub-
region blocks. Based on these high-dimensional features, we
estimate the relative transformations of all geometric units
in the first stage and average them to obtain the ego-motion
based on a voting mechanism in the second stage to alleviate
the influence from unreliable structures.

To encourage the voting to concentrate on reliable sub-
regions in a self-supervised manner, we introduce a 3D
uncertainty-aware geometric consistency loss to check the
quality of current voted ego-motion. To handle the complex
inherent errors exhibited in Fig. 1b, we estimate point-wise
covariances to describe the point uncertainties in different
directions by assuming 3D points follow independent Gaus-
sian distributions. Our geometric consistency loss is derived
to maximize the likelihood of observed alignment errors,
which can better differentiate the inherent errors induced by
unreliable structures and the non-inherent errors induced by
erroneous ego-motion estimations during training.

Based on the discovered representative structures and
the point-wise covariance estimations, an uncertainty-aware
mapping module is introduced for scan-to-map pose re-
finement. Unlike the conventional methods [1], [2] that
solely rely on a hand-crafted criterion to select the stable
keypoints for scan-to-map pose refinement, we narrow down
the key-point search space to the representative structures or
robustness and efficiency. We also step further than Li et al.
[3] by incorporating the point covariance estimations in the
map construction to alleviate the fusion of unreliable points
that may degrade the pose refinement.

To conclude, our contributions are summarized as: (1) We
propose a two-stage ego-motion estimation framework to
focus the network on the representative structures for two-
frame LiDAR odometry. (2) We estimate point-wise co-
variances via a 3D CNN to model the point uncertainties,
based on which to better downweight the inherent errors for
the self-supervised losses. (3) We introduce an uncertainty-
aware mapping module that takes the discovered represen-
tative structures and the point-wise covariance estimations
from CNNs for map construction and scan-to-map pose
refinement. (4) Our self-supervised two-frame odometry
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Fig. 2: Our two-frame odometry network. The geometric
feature encoder encodes the input LiDAR scans St−1 and
St into high-dimensional feature vectors Ft−1 and Ft. Each
feature represents a sub-region block of the scan, and we
name the sub-region as geometric unit (GU). The channel-
wise concatenation of these features are fed to the geometric
unit transformation estimation module to estimate the
geometric unit (GU) transformations {T̃i}Mh

i=1 between two
scans hierarchically. During ego-motion voting, ego-motion
Tpred is voted based on the final-layer GU transformation
estimations {T̃i}M1

i=1. The predicted voting weights would
concentrate on the units with representative structures via
our self-supervised training pipeline.

estimation outperforms the previous state of the arts by
16%/12% in terms of translational/rotational error on the
KITTI dataset [20] and performs consistently well on the
Apollo-Southbay [21]. With our mapping module and more
training data, our system can even rival the supervised
counterparts with real-time efficiency.

II. METHOD

We propose a self-supervised LiDAR odometry system
that counts the reliabilities of structures in different phases.
Specifically, 1) we propose a two-stage pipeline for two-
frame odometry inference (Sec. II-A) to make the network
adaptively focus on representative structures; 2) we model
the 3D inherent errors meticulously (Sec. II-B) to mitigate
their influences in loss functions; 3) we incorporate a data-
driven point reliability estimation strategy into the mapping
module (Sec. II-C) for mapping robustness. We will elaborate
on each part in this section.

A. Two-frame LiDAR Odometry Estimation

Ego-motion measures the rigid transformation of an
agent between consecutive timestamps. The transformed scan
points with the ground-truth ego-motion of one timestamp
should perfectly align with the scan points at the other if
there are no moving objects in the scene and the LiDAR



sensor measures exactly the same spatial locations at the two
timestamps. Most current works [3], [18], [19] are based
on the rigid-scan-transformation assumption and directly
regress for the transformation of the whole scan. However,
such rigid-scan-transformation assumption is generally not
true in complex driving scenarios with non-ideal LiDAR as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The non-rigid parts of the scan would
inevitably affect the transformation estimation based on this
assumption, as the transformations of non-rigid parts are not
consistent with the ego-motion. To alleviate such dilemma,
we propose to view the scan as a series of sub-regions and
assume that only a portion of sub-regions corresponding to
static objects with good measurement conditions undergo
rigid transformations. Based on this relaxed assumption, we
divide the ego-motion estimation pipeline into two stages,
where the rigid transformations of sub-regions are estimated
in the first stage, and these sub-region transformations are
used to vote for the ego-motion with different weights in the
second stage as shown in Fig. 2. This design can alleviate the
influences of non-rigid parts and focus the network on sub-
regions with representative structures. To achieve real-time
efficiency, we design a heterogeneous network that contains
a 3D geometric feature encoder and a 2D geometric unit
transformation estimation U-Net for sub-regions transforma-
tion estimation, which balances the speed and accuracy. For
ego-motion voting, we adopt a self-attention-based voting
module to identify the regions with representative structures
and adjust the voting weights on different sub-regions. In the
following parts of the sub-section, we will detail our two-
stage odometry network.

1) Sub-region Representation: We adopt a 3D CNN
constituted by submanifold convolution layers [22] as the
geometric feature encoder (shown in Fig. 2) to encode sub-
region features. The geometric feature encoder efficiently
processes whole scan point clouds St−1 and St into high-
dimensional features. The feature vectors in regular 3D
convolution grids naturally relate to a rectangular sub-region
block in the scan. We take the set of features output from
the last convolution layer, i.e., Ft−1 and Ft, to represent
different sub-regions, where each feature vector encodes both
the sub-region geometry and the local contexts. We name
these regular sub-regions as geometric units and the features
as geometric unit features.

2) Geometric Unit Transformation Estimation: Explicitly
identifying the geometric unit correspondence between two
scans is non-trivial and inefficient. We hence adopt an
efficient U-Net [23] architecture as our geometric unit trans-
formation estimation module to estimate all the geometric
unit transformations in one shot. As shown in Fig. 2, we first
follow Xu et al. [19] to reshape the geometric unit features
as bird-eye-view feature maps which are then channel-wisely
concatenated to keep the spatial topology and the rigid
motions. Next, we feed these features to the encoder-decoder
network for geometric unit transformation estimation.

To make the geometric unit transformation estimation
more locally-related, i.e., depending more on the local ge-
ometry and contexts, we estimate the geometric unit trans-

formation in their self-centered coordinate frame Õi. The
conversion relation T between the rigid whole-scan trans-
formation (also the ego-motion) T =

(
R t
0 1

)
∈ SE(3) and

a rigid sub-region transformation T̃i =
(
R̃i t̃i

0 1

)
∈ SE(3) in

Õi can be derived as

T (T) =

(
R t + Rvi − vi

0 1

)
=

(
R̃i t̃i

0 1

)
= T̃i, (1)

where vi measures the offset between the geometric unit
frame Õi and the LiDAR frame OL. Fig. 3a provides a
further illustration on the relation between the geometric unit
frame Õi and the LiDAR frame OL. Here, we predict the
rotation components R̃i in quaternion form for simplicity. To
improve the training robustness, we hierarchically estimate
the transformations of geometric units of different scales,
i.e., {{T̃i}Mh

i=1|h = 1, 2, 3}, from different depths of the unit
transformation decoder as illustrated in Fig. 2. But only the
most accurate final-layer predictions {T̃i}M1

i=1 are used in
the follow-up ego-motion voting. Here, h indicates the scale
level and Mh denotes the geometric unit number in level h.

3) Ego-motion Voting : If all geometric units are rigid and
all the transformations are ideally estimated, accurate ego-
motion can be estimated by simply averaging [24] over all
the unit transformation estimations (after inversely converted
with Eq. (1) to LiDAR coordinate system). However, in prac-
tical scenarios, the non-rigid geometric units are ubiquitous,
e.g., the units containing sparse/noisy measurements or mov-
ing objects. The transformation estimation of these regions
is generally unstable or even ill-posed. The network should
focus on the rigid geometric units of which transformations
can be well estimated while ignoring the non-rigid ones.

We therefore propose a self-attention based ego-motion
voting module (shown in Fig. 2) to find reliable geomet-
ric units containing representative structures and focus the
network on them for ego-motion estimation. Based on the
last feature map of the decoder in previous geometric unit
transformation estimation module, the voting module pre-
dicts the selection scores {lirot}

M1
i=1 and {litr}

M1
i=1 for different

units regarding to the rotation and translation estimations
separately. The selection scores are normalized with a stan-
dard softmax function over all geometric units to be the
voting weights of different geometric units: {wirot}

M1
i=1 and

{witr}
M1
i=1. With the voting weights, the ego-motion Tpred is

estimated by weightedly averaging the geometric unit trans-
formations {T̃i}M1

i=1. Before the voting, unit transformation
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Fig. 3: (a) Demonstration of the relation between a geometric
unit (GU) frame and the LiDAR frame. (b) Visualization of
the voting weights on different scan sub-regions. Brighter
color denotes larger weights.



T̃i is inversely converted via Eq. (1), i.e., T −1(T̃i), to get
the rotation component Ri and transformation component ti

in the LiDAR coordinate frame, and the voting process can
then be expressed as

Tpred =

(∑M1

i=1 w
i
rotR

i
∑M1

i=1 w
i
trt

i

0 1

)
. (2)

Note that the weighted average of Ri [24] is based on the
quaternion representations with a slight abuse of notation.
Trained with our self-supervised losses detailed in the next
section, the voting module is able to well distinguish the
confident units and assign them voting weights orders of
magnitude larger than others. Fig. 3b visualizes the voting
weight predictions.

B. Self-supervised Training with 3D Inherent Alignment Er-
ror Modeling

1) 3D uncertainty-aware Geometric Consistency Loss:
To avoid the need for ground-truth ego-motion, current self-
supervised methods [13], [18], [19] leverage the geometric
consistency between adjacent scans for ego-motion training.
Basically, scan St at timestamp t is first transformed with
the ego-motion estimation to align it with the previous scan
St−1. Then, the discrepancy between the transformed scans
serves as a proxy loss to supervise the ego-motion estimation.
However, the geometric consistency may not exactly hold
between scans, as the measurements of LiDAR are sparse and
the surrounding environments are complex. As exhibited in
Fig. 1, we could easily identify the inherent alignment errors
by aligning two adjacent scans with accurate ego-motion.
These inherent errors might impede the training if we do
not differentiate them from the non-inherent errors caused
by erroneous ego-motion estimations. From Fig. 1b, we
could observe that the inherent alignment error distributions
1) not only differ across object categories (e.g., moving
objects and noisy outliers have larger errors) 2) but also
vary in different directions: e.g., for road and terrain, the
error magnitudes in the third principal direction are much
smaller than those in the first two principal directions1.
Existing methods [13], [3], [18], [19] estimate point-wise
uncertainty scalars to model the inherent error distribution in
category level, based on which certain types of regions are
ignored during optimization. We argue that the geometric
consistency may not be fully exploited by the category-
level modeling. For example, the category-level uncertainty
modeling could lower the importance of road regions during
training due to the observable inherent errors along the
longitudinal direction, as shown in Fig. 1a. However, the
road regions are important in rectifying the erroneous vertical
motion estimations [2], as the road regions even have smaller
average inherent error magnitude in the vertical direction. We
hence may need uncertainty estimation in a finer level, i.e.,
direction level, to alleviate such dilemma.

To this end, we associate a 3 × 3 covariance matrix Cp
t

with each point to describe its uncertainty in 3D space,

1The third principal direction roughly coincides with the vertical direc-
tion, while the other two principal directions spread in the ground plane.

by assuming that each scan point xpt ∈ St follows an
independent Gaussian distribution, i.e., xpt ∼ N (x̂pt ,C

p
t ),

where x̂pt denotes the ideal measurement. We use a 3D CNN
(point covariance estimation module in Fig. 2) to estimate the
covariance2, Cp

t−1 and Cp
t , of every point in adjacent scans

St−1 and St. We derive a loss function to guide the covari-
ance learning and supervise the ego-motion estimation Tpred

in an uncertainty-aware manner. Concretely, with the above
assumption, the point alignment error (the difference between
a transformed point Tpredxpt , and its nearest-neighbor xpt−1
in previous scan St−1) also follows a Gaussian distribution:
ep = xpt−1 − Tpredxpt ∼ N (0,Cp

t−1 + TpredCp
tT

predT ).
By letting Σp = Cp

t−1 +TpredCp
tT

predT , the negative log-
likelihood of observed point alignment errors can thus be
derived as

Lugc =

|St|∑
p=1

1

2
eTp Σ−1p ep︸ ︷︷ ︸

uncertainty-aware L2

+
1

2
log(det(Σp))︸ ︷︷ ︸

covariance regularization

. (3)

We take Eq. (3) as the uncertainty-aware geometric con-
sistency loss to 1) minimize the non-inherent alignment
errors by improving the ego-motion estimation Tpred and
2) minimize the inherent error influence by increasing the
variance estimations in certain directions/regions.

The scalar uncertainty modeling adopted by previous
methods could be seen as a special case of our Eq. (3)
with Σp set to diag(σ, σ, σ), where σ is a scalar uncertainty
estimation. By comparison, our model can handle the inher-
ent errors more meticulously, as our weighting factor Σp

can more flexibly adjust the weights on errors in different
directions. We found this loss can more stably push the
ego-motion estimation Tpred towards the final target and
the covariance estimations Cp

t trained with this loss can
also improve the mapping in Sec. II-C. Moreover, this loss
also pushes the ego-motion voting module to increase the
voting weights of geometric units that contain representative
structures helpful for transformation reasoning.

2) Other Losses: To improve the geometric unit transfor-
mation estimations in a self-supervised manner, we follow
Xu et al. [19] to adopt a residual improvement loss Lri
and generate a more accurate ego-motion T∗ with ICP.
The ICP is initialized with the current ego-motion estima-
tion Tpred and conducted incompletely (2 iterations) for
efficiency. After obtaining the improved ego-motion target
T∗, we first approximate the geometric unit transformation
targets {{T̃∗i}Mh

i=1|h = 1, 2, 3} for different scale levels h
with T∗ via Eq. (1). Then we supervise the geometric unit
transformation estimations {{T̃i}Mh

i=1|h = 1, 2, 3} with these
approximated targets:

Lhut = uα(

Mh∑
i=1

witr||̃ti− t̃∗
i

||22)+uβ(
Mh∑
i=1

wirot||R̃i− R̃∗
i

||22).

(4)

2We estimate the related non-negative eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix
(corresponding to a normalized 4-dimensional vector) in practice to keep
the positive semi-definite property of covariance matrix.



Here, the translation components t̃i and rotation components
R̃i (in quaternion) of T̃i are supervised separately with the
respective components t̃∗

i

and R̃∗
i

of target T̃∗
i

. The robust
losses uα(◦) = e−α ◦ +α and uβ(◦) = e−β ◦ +β are
used [25], where α and β are learnable parameters. The
focusing weights wirot and witr are adjusted for different
geometric units to concentrate the network on regions with
representative structures. For the scale level h = 1, these
focusing weights are obtained via softmax normalization
(with temperature parameter γ > 1) on the selection scores
generated during ego-motion voting (Sec. II-A.3): wirot =
softmax(lirot, γ) and witr = softmax(litr, γ), where lirot
and litr are the selection scores. For other scale levels (h =
2, 3), we spatially downsample these weights by average
pooling to focus on the corresponding parts in respective
scale levels. The temperature parameter γ > 1 is used
to tune the flatness of the softmax function. A proper γ
value can provide valid supervision to more potentially reli-
able geometric units and encourage the network to identify
more representative structures. We balance the losses of
different scales in the final unit transformation loss Lut =∑3
h=1 whL

h
ut, where the balance weights wh are empirically

set as 0.5, 0.25, 0.1 for h = 1, 2, 3, respectively.

C. Uncertainty-aware Mapping

Although with the uncertainty modeling, the noisy and
sparse nature of the LiDAR point cloud limits the accuracy
of the two-frame-based odometry. Existing methods [1], [2],
[3] proposed to map the scene by accumulating the previous
scans and further refine the ego-motion estimation by scan-
to-map alignment. As mentioned before, the non-rigid parts
and noisy measurements cause inconsistency among frames,
which should be excluded from the scan-to-map alignment
and map construction. Most of the existing methods adopt
handcrafted criteria to select reliable parts for map construc-
tion and scan-to-map alignment, which is not always faithful,
considering the pervasive unreliable points in practice. We
handle this dilemma by incorporating the learning-based
point covariance estimations in Sec. II-B.1 and the priors
provided by discovered representative structures into the
mapping module.

In our implementation, we use regular voxels to represent
the global map, where each voxel has a coordinate xpt ∈ R3

and covariance C
p

t ∈ R3×3 to describe the voxel state at cur-
rent timestamp t. The map is constructed by the incremental
update that adds new LiDAR scan points to the existing map.
Before each map update, we refine the two-frame ego-motion
estimation Tpred by scan-to-map alignment optimization.
The ego-motion is refined as Tmap by first matching the
scan points with the previous mapMt−1 and then solving a
nonlinear least squares problem, following Zhang et al. [1].
Unlike Zhang et al. that solely rely on handcrafted criteria
to select keypoints in the entire new scan to match with the
map, we narrow down the keypoint searching space to the
representative structure set identified by criterion wirotw

i
tr >

τ1 to improve the robustness and efficiency, where wirot and
witr are the learnt ego-motion voting weights of geometric

TABLE I: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on
KITTI odometry dataset. We compare with other compet-
itive classic methods, supervised methods and unsupervised
methods to fully evaluate our performance.

Seq. 7 8 9 10 Avg.
trel rrel trel rrel trel rrel trel rrel trel rrel

C
la

ss
ic

ICP-po2po 5.17 3.35 10.04 4.93 6.93 2.89 8.91 4.47 7.76 3.98
ICP-po2pl 1.55 1.42 4.42 2.14 3.95 1.71 6.13 2.60 4.01 1.97
CLS [10] 1.04 0.73 2.14 1.05 1.95 0.92 3.46 1.28 2.15 1.00

NDT-P2D [27] 7.51 3.07 13.6 4.62 33.7 7.06 20.5 3.06 18.8 4.45
GICP [6] 0.64 0.45 1.58 0.75 1.97 0.77 1.31 0.62 1.38 0.65

LOAM [1] 0.69 0.50 1.18 0.44 1.20 0.48 1.51 0.57 1.15 0.50
LeGO-LOAM [2] 1.20 0.59 1.59 0.61 1.51 0.63 1.99 0.68 1.57 0.63

Su
p.

Velas et al. [16] 2.89 - 4.94 - 3.27 - 3.22 -
LO-Net

(w/o map) [3] 1.70 0.89 2.12 0.77 1.37 0.58 1.80 0.93 1.75 0.79

LO-Net
(w/ map) [3] 0.56 0.45 1.08 0.43 0.77 0.38 0.92 0.41 0.83 0.42

U
ns

up
.

Zhou et al.* [13] 21.3 6.65 21.9 2.91 18.8 3.21 14.3 3.30 19.1 4.02
UnDeepVO* [28] 3.15 2.48 4.08 1.79 7.01 3.61 10.6 4.65 6.22 3.13

Cho et al. [18] - - - - 4.87 1.95 5.02 1.83 4.95 1.89
Xu et al.

(w/o map) [19] 3.09 1.81 3.16 1.14 3.01 1.14 3.48 1.11 3.19 1.30

Xu et al. (+data,
w/o map) [19] 2.51 1.15 2.65 1.00 2.86 1.17 3.22 1.26 2.81 1.15

Xu et al. (+data,
w/ map) [19] 0.34 0.21 1.18 0.35 0.83 0.34 1.22 0.40 0.89 0.32

Ours (w/o map) 3.24 1.72 2.48 1.10 2.75 1.01 3.08 1.23 2.89 1.23
Ours (+data,

w/o map) 2.37 1.15 2.14 0.92 2.61 1.05 2.33 0.94 2.36 1.02

Ours (+data,
w/ map) 0.56 0.26 1.17 0.38 0.65 0.25 0.72 0.31 0.78 0.31

trel and rrel are the average translational RMSE (%) and rotational RMSE
(◦/100m) on lengths of 100m-800m [20], and * denotes visual odometry methods.
‘more data’ indicates using sequences (00-06, 11-22) for training, otherwise, the
training sequences are (00-06). Some results are from [3].

units in Sec. II-A.3.
With the refined pose Tmap, we transform the point cloud

{xpt }
Q
p=1 and the estimated point covariances {Cp

t }
Q
p=1 of

the new scan to the map coordinates and update the map
with them. For uncertainty-aware map updating, we consider
the reliabilities of both the incoming points and the old
map voxels to improve the robustness. Specifically, if the
transformed new point (i.e., with states xp

′

t = Tmapxpt and
Cp′

t = TmapCp
tT

mapT ) fall in empty spaces, we will create
a new voxel there and directly set its state with the state of
the new point: xpt = xp

′

t and C
p

t = Cp′

t . Otherwise, we will
leverage the Bayes filter [26] for voxel update: C

p
t = (C

p−1

t−1 +Cp′−1

t )−1

xp
t = C

p
t (C

p−1

t−1x
p
t−1 +Cp′−1

t xp′

t ).
(5)

We empirically find that our uncertainty-aware map construc-
tion can alleviate the fusion of unreliable points that have
adverse influence in the scan-to-map pose refinement and
lead to more robust performance.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Dataset, Evaluation Metrics and Experimental Setup
Dataset. We evaluate our method on two public large scale

datasets KITTI Odometry dataset [20] and Apollo SouthBay
Dataset [21]. These two datasets were captured by cars driven
at varying speeds in country roads, urban areas, highways,
and contain different objects, including pedestrians, cyclists,
and different types of vehicles.

Evaluation Metrics. We adopt official evaluation metrics
in KITTI benchmark [20], which measure the translational
and rotational drifts on lengths of 100m-800m.



TABLE II: Evaluation results on Apollo-SouthBay test set.
Avg. trel Avg. rrel

ICP-po2po 22.8 2.35
ICP-po2pl 7.75 1.20
GICP [6] 4.55 0.76

NDT-P2D [27] 57.2 9.40
LOAM [1] 5.93 0.26

Xu et al. [19] (w/o map) 6.42 1.65
Xu et al. [19] (w/ map) 2.25 0.25

Ours (w/o map) 5.99 1.58
Ours (w/ map) 2.17 0.24

Experimental Details Our two-frame odometry network
is implemented with PyTorch and trained on NVIDIA Tesla
V100 GPUs. The point clouds are voxelized as voxels of
sizes (0.1m,0.1m,0.2m) before input to the network. We
adopt an initial learning rate of 0.001 and slowly decay it
with a cosine annealing strategy. We take 3 adjacent Li-
DAR frames to form temporal pairs [St−2, St−1], [St−1, St],
[St−2, St] following [3], and then randomly sample 16 such
tuples to create a batch for each training iteration. The net-
work is trained with 200k iterations for all the experiments.
The weights of losses Lugc, Lri and Lut are set to 1, and the
temperature parameter γ is set to 20 in Lut. Note that, in the
first training epoch, we warm up the network by supervising
with identity transformations to avoid divergence. For the
representative structure selection, the threshold τ1 is set to
the 60-th percentile of {wirot ·witr}. For the mapping module,
we adopt a leaf voxel size of 0.8m following LOAM [1].

B. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

Evaluation on KITTI Odometry Dataset. We compare
our method with state-of-the-art methods including both
the classic methods and the learning-based methods. For
the classic methods, we choose some competitive point
registration methods i.e., ICP [5], CLS [10], NDT-P2D [27],
GICP [6], and the LiDAR SLAM system LOAM [1] and
LeGO-LOAM [2] for comparison. For the learning-based
methods, we select the cutting-edge supervised methods [16],
[3] and the unsupervised methods [18], [19] as baselines.
Different learning-based methods may have different dataset
splits for training and testing. For example, Velas et al. [16]
take the seq. 00-07 for training and seq. 08-10 for testing, Li
et al. [3], [19] take seq. 00-06 for training and seq. 07-10 for
testing while the others take 00-08 / 09-10 as training/testing
splits. Considering most of their codes are not available, for a
fair comparison, we follow [19] to adopt two different split-
ting strategies for training/testing, i.e., 00-06/07-10 and (00-
06,11-21)/07-10, to evaluate the effectiveness of our method.
As shown in Table I, our self-supervised two-frame odometry
estimation (denoted as ‘Ours (w/o map)’) outperforms the
cutting-edge self-supervised counterparts (Cho et al. [18] and
Xu et al.(w/o map) [19] by large margins with the same
or even less amount of data for training. By adding more
training data (using seq. 00-06 and 11-21 for training), our
two-frame odometry performance (denoted as ‘Ours (+data,
w/o map)’) can be further improved by 18.3% (2.36 vs.
2.89) and 17.1% (1.02 vs. 1.23) in terms of translational
and rotational errors, which also outperforms the state of the
art (‘Xu et al. (+data, w/o map)’) with the same settings.
With more training data, our two-frame based odometry also
outperforms most classic point registration methods, i.e.,

TABLE III: Effects of individual components in our proposed
framework. The models are trained with sequences (00-06,
11-21) for this table.

Test Avg. trel Avg. rrel

w
/o

m
ap

Lri, Lugc 4.24 1.64
Lri, Lugc(w/o cov), Lut 3.03 1.20

Lri, Lugc(w/ scalar conf.), Lut 2.93 1.15
Lri, Lugc, Lut, w/o voting 2.72 1.21

Lri, Lugc, Lut, w/ 7D-voting 2.63 1.09
Lri, Lugc, Lut, att. 3.66 1.48
Lri, Lugc, Lut (full) 2.36 1.02

w
/

m
ap w/ map, w/o rep. 0.88 0.32

w/ map, w/o cov. 0.85 0.35
w/map, full 0.78 0.31

point-to-point ICP [5], point-to-plane ICP [29] and NDT-
P2D [27]. Although the CLS [10] and GICP [6] achieve
more robust performance, they need time-consuming iterative
refinement and are not suitable for real-time systems.

The last row in Table I (‘Ours (+data, w/ map)’) shows
our overall performance with the proposed uncertainty-aware
mapping module, which achieves the best average perfor-
mance among compared methods. With the discovered rep-
resentative structures and the point uncertainty estimations,
our scan-to-map pose refinement robustly improves the ego-
motion estimated by our two-frame odometry network. Note
that, with more training data, our self-supervised method
achieves comparable results to the state-of-the-art supervised
counterpart (‘LO-Net (w/ map)’). Moreover, Fig. 4a visu-
alizes the trajectories from different methods. Our method
consistently performs well and achieves low drift errors even
after traversing long distances.

Evaluation on Apollo-SouthBay Dataset. We further test
the robustness of our method on Apollo-SouthBay. Although
the Apollo dataset is more complicated and the driving
distances are much longer than KITTI, our method still
robustly achieves accurate odometry estimation. Table II lists
our experimental results. Our two-frame odometry estimation
(denoted as ‘Ours (w/o map)’) still performs well and even
achieves comparable translation estimation performance to
that of the state-of-the-art LiDAR SLAM system LOAM [1].
Our overall system with the uncertainty-aware mapping mod-
ule (denoted as ‘Ours (w/ map)’) achieves the best odometry
performance among all the compared classic methods and
the recent learning-based method [19].

C. Effectiveness of Proposed Key Components

The ablation study is conducted on the KITTI dataset to
verify the effectiveness of our proposed components. The
results are listed in Table III.

Losses in self-supervised training pipeline. We try to
train the network without the unit transformation loss Lut
(denoted as ‘Lri, Lugc’), and find the performance degrades
significantly, because most of the geometric unit transfor-
mations cannot be estimated well without this supervision
and thus the ego-motion voting module do not have enough
good candidates to produce accurate estimations. We also
verify the effectiveness of our uncertainty-aware geometric
consistency loss Lugc (Eq. (3)), by replacing the covariance
components Σp with identity matrices to make Lugc a
standard L2 loss (denoted as ‘Lri, Lugc(w/o cov), Lut’),
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4: (a) The 3D visualization of estimated trajectories by different methods (right) and different ablation variants (left) on
KITTI sequence 10. The variants in the right figure correspond to those in Table III. (b) The convergence of the ego-motion
voting weights during training. (c) The performance variation with different temperature γ values in unit transformation loss
(Eq. (4)) or different geometric unit sizes.
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Fig. 5: Visualization of point covariance estimations. We
decompose each point covariance to three orthogonal di-
rections via eigendecomposition and visualize the variance
magnitudes as lengths of the orthogonal ellipsoid axes. The
ellipsoid is colorized according to the smallest variance
magnitude among three orthogonal directions. Lighter color
denotes smaller magnitude and higher reliability.

or using scalar confidences to replace it (denoted as
‘Lri, Lugc(w/ scalar conf.), Lut’). These ablation variants
do not perform as well as our full model (denoted as
‘Lri, Lugc, Lut (full)’) due to their less considerate modeling
for inherent alignment errors during training. To give a
better understanding of the effect of our point covariance
estimation, we visualize the estimated covariances in Fig. 5.
We can observe that the nearby planar regions usually have
small variance magnitudes. For the ground points, “flat-
and-slim” covariance estimations indicate the ground points
have higher uncertainties along the longitudinal direction.
This is reasonable because the low-resolution LiDAR usually
produces observable measurement errors in this direction, as
visualized in Fig. 1a. Besides, for noisy points and remote
areas, the estimated variances are usually significant in all
directions.

With or without ego-motion voting. We show the neces-
sity of ego-motion voting by assigning equal voting weights
to all the geometric units, of which results correspond to
the ‘Lri, Lugc, Lut, w/o voting’ in Table III. Influenced
by the unstable estimations of unreliable geometric units,
the performance is downgraded as expected. We further
statistically analyze the convergence of ego-motion voting
weight estimation on some typical categories annotated by
SemanticKITTI [30] and observe reasonable phenomena.
From Fig. 4b, we can see that the voting weights are quickly
concentrated on some representative structures like fences,

poles, and trunks during training, while the weights on mov-
ing objects and unlabeled noisy regions gradually decrease as
the training proceeds. We further test the voting by using 7-
dimensional covariance (denoted as ‘Lri, Lugc, Lut, w/ 7D-
voting’) with the similar spirit of [31], but find no further
improvement. We deem that our one-dimensional weight for
rotation/translation could be more compact to hold the high-
level information (i.e., representative or not), and could be
more predictable by our network. Besides, we also tried some
attention modules [32] in network layers, but found little
effects in our system (denoted by ‘Lri, Lugc, Lut, att.’).

Effectiveness of representative-structure prior and
uncertainty-aware map construction in mapping module.
We further check the effect of representative-structure selec-
tion (by voting weights) and the effect of our uncertainty-
aware map construction in our mapping module. The variant
‘w/ map, w/o rep.’ in Table III does not limit the keypoint
searching space within discovered representative structures,
and directly search planar and edge features from the whole
scan for scan-to-map pose refinement. The performance
degrades since the unreliable points in the new scan would
more likely to be used for the scan-to-map alignment op-
timization without the priors. Moreover, we also try to
abandon the proposed uncertainty-aware map construction
(Eq. (5)) and take an average filter to fuse all new points
equally for map construction. The less accurate results of
this ablation version, i.e., ‘w/ map, w/o cov.’, demonstrate
the necessity of our uncertainty-aware map update.

D. Analysis of Convergence and Stability

We analyze the stability w.r.t. different hyperparameters.
As shown in Fig. 4c, too small or too large temperature
parameters γ in Lut (Eq. (4)) degrades the performance
reasonably. Because if γ is too small, only a very few units
could receive valid supervisions, which would impede the
geometric unit transformation learning. If γ is too large,
the supervision on non-rigid units would also influence the
training adversely, because the conversion relation of Eq. (1)
does not hold for these units, and thus the approximate
targets are wrong for these units. Besides, the geometric
unit size also affects the performance as shown in Fig. 4c
(below). Too small or too large unit sizes could degrade
the performance, as too small unit sizes are not suitable for



TABLE IV: The runtime of our submodules.
Module Time (ms)

Geometric unit feature encoding 74.7
Geometric unit transfromation estimation+Ego-motion voting 23.2

Mapping (in the backend) 73.4
Overall 97.9

geometric feature extraction while too large unit sizes would
decrease the effect of ego-motion voting.

E. Runtime Analysis

We test the running time of our system on a machine with
an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9700K CPU and a NVIDIA Tesla
V100 GPU. In our system, the learning-based ego-motion
estimation is running on a GPU and the scan-to-map pose
refinement is conducted on another thread in the backend on
a CPU. As shown in Table IV, our method achieves real-time
efficiency, which is suitable for practical deployment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We present a self-supervised LiDAR odometry system, in-
cluding a two-frame audiometry network and an uncertainty-
aware mapping module. The two-frame odometry estimation
network first estimates geometric unit transformations from
the high-dimensional 3D features, and then votes for the
ego-motion based on the discovered representative structures.
The uncertainty-aware mapping module constructs a reliable
map with the point-wise covariance estimations from the 3D
CNN and refines the two-frame-based ego-motion estimation
with the previously discovered representative structures. The
experiments on public datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method. Moreover, our proposed modules can run in
real-time, which is suitable for practical deployment.
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